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Abstract: In today’s technology, cyber warfare 

threats stem from not only script kiddies and those 

out to obtain financial gain, we are now seeing 

Nation Threats. Organized armies and battalions 

who’s goal include classified secrets, technological 

secrets, and war and global dominance through bits 

and bytes rather than bullets and bombs. Keystroke 

loggers are one of the new breed of the threats that 

have come up in recent times. Utilizing tools once 

aimed for malice and enhancing the scope and 

capabilities to incorporate authentication factors, 

might add another layer to disabling deceit success. 

Keystroke loggers may potentially provide behavioral 

analysis which can uniquely identify privileged 

system owners from adversaries providing another 

layer of identity management resulting in reduced 

loss and mitigation technology costs. The behavioral 

analysis consists of the timing between commonly 

paired keystrokes. We can show the potential uses of 

keystroke loggers by going step by step through the 

capturing of the keystrokes and then show how a 

custom build converter can extract behavioral 

analysis to create an active and continuous 

identification to combat the cyber warfare threat. We 

also show the continued evolution of the converter 

and keystroke logger programs and how to turn a tool 

designed in malice to a tool for the common good. 

Introduction 

There are many types of Keystroke loggers used for 

both malicious activity and legitimate purposes.  

Generally they are broken into two categories; 

software and hardware. The software version of a 

keylogger sits between the Operating system and the 

keyboard and once installed can operate stealthy or in 

covert manner such as with Rootkit functionality 

which turns them into Trojan programs. “The general 

idea is that a Trojan horse is an innocent artifact 

openly delivered through the front door when it in 

fact contains a malicious element hidden somewhere 

inside of it. Most Trojans are actually functional 

programs, so that the user never becomes aware of 

the problem; the functional element in the program 

works just fine, while the malicious element works 

behind the users back to promote the attacker 

interest.”[1] 

Utilizing the easiest and most profitable infiltration 

methodology, the spear phish or spam campaign, 

combined with an unsuspecting recipient, the 

adversary is behind enemy lines.  Users generally 

accept either the invitation to further visit a malicious 

URL or open an attachment resulting in the success 

of the Trojan horse. From the onset of the seemingly 

innocuous click action, the fundamental beacon 

resulting in additional malware for a backdoor 

commences or the payload is dropped by the site.  

A backdoor is malware that utilizes an access channel 

for connecting, controlling and interacting with the 

victim’s machine.  Also known as command and 

control (C2).  The beacon of “I am alive come and 

take me” to the adversary who is laying in wait for 

the call.  Once the call is answered, additional 

malware is applied. These application level Trojans 

are often detectable because they are separate 

application-level programs which create alerts and 

start obvious processes and system calls identifiable 

and usually not very stealthy. Then, comes the 

Rootkit for the real power. 

User mode Rootkits are insidious and up the ante by 

alerting or replacing existing operating system 

software.  Rather than running as an application, they 

modify critical operating system executables or 

libraries to permit a backdoor and hide on a system. 

Rather than introducing new software to the system, 

they merely alter the system and hide in plain sight. 

Rootkits do not provide Root level access to a system 

but instead provide the means to obtain super user 

access by utilizing tools such as Keyloggers, 

password hash acquiring software, buffer overflows 

and session hijacking.  Once Root access is achieved, 

the Rootkit maintains the persistence on the machine 

for the adversary to come and go. 
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There are two main Rootkit technologies used by 

Keyloggers, masking in user mode and masking in 

kernel mode.   Keystroke loggers run at the lowest 

level of the OS making them impossible to identify in 

the processes, others are noisy and can be easily 

detected through system tools such as Taskmanager, 

Ps, Netstat, Tlist to name a few.  Keyloggers are 

simple tools that can capture keystrokes by handling 

the onkeydown events and can pass the separate 

onkeypress events to the top level window without 

the user ever realizing a shim like device is in 

between due to the low level infiltration to the 

system. The steps of a keylogger include the user 

typing on a keyboard\mouse control, which presents 

to the Windows Kernel, followed by the .sys or driver 

level such as keyboaurd.sys, mouse.sys, and 

conducting the keyboard injection process with 

output to a log file. 

 
Figure 1 - Breakdown of Different Types of Keyloggers 

 

The Fimble keylogger (The Anatomy) 

The fimble keylogger is a software based tool 

designed to capture keystrokes.  Reverse engineering 

the program we can see the program is packed with a 

free open source packer designed to work with 

different operating systems and file formats called 

UPX. (Ultimate Packer for eXecutables)   Utilizing 

UPX is pretty common as Poison Ivy and other 

known malware utilize it.  Packing is used to save 

space and obfuscate software and make it unreadable. 

To determine basic functionality of the keylogger the 

identification of port traffic is examined using 

Fakenet.  Fakenet is “a tool that aids in the dynamic 

analysis of malicious software.  The tool simulates a 

network so that malware interacting with a remote 

host continues to run allowing the analyst to observe 

the malware’s network activity from within a safe 

environment. “[2]  Unlike most Trojans embedded 

with Keyloggers, Fimble does not conduct DNS calls 

so Fakenet shows no listening port for the device as 

shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 - Fakenet Output 

The next step is to identify the files utilizing Strings.  

Strings is a well known reverse engineering tool 

which performs basic binary analysis by extracting 

the ASCII strings from a binary file as shown in 

figure 3. If 4 characters are in a row, ASCI is going 

to record it.  Here is where the determination of the 

UPX. The file size of 21504 is indicative of a packed 

application because it is small.  

 

 
Figure 3 - Packed Strings 

Once unpacked, using the UPX Packer with the 

decompress flag –d, the file overwrites, changes size 

to 35k and the binary becomes readable English or in 

this case both English and German.  The UPX Packer 

output is shown in figure 4.  Also identified are 

traditional PE headers. Functionality comes out such 

as sleep, delete file- used to delete temp file. The 

statement Ein unbekannter Fehler ist aufgetreten in 

English means An unknown error has occurred.  
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Figure 4 - Unpacked Strings 

Utilizing Process Explorer,(PE) which is part of 

Windows Sysinternals, provides information about 

handles and DLL’s which have been opened or 

loaded, it is determined that at the execution 

startkeylogger.exe the program is written in python. 

We can also see this by the call for Pythonw.exe on 

the last line of the output The tool also identifies a 

hidden command window.  PE showing the running 

keylogger is shown in figure 5.   

 
Figure 5 - Process Explorer Session Showing the Running 

Keylogger. 

To support this finding, screen shot identifies the 

command line argument that actually runs the 

startkeylogger.exe we identified in PE shown in 

figure 6.   

 
Figure 6 - Process Explorer Properties Tap for Keystroke 

logger 

In an attempt to see the flow of the program, a tool 

called OLLYdbg is executed.  OllyDbg is a 32-bit 

assembler level analyzing debugger for Microsoft 

Windows which is primarily used for Code analysis.  

The functionality for analysis, traces registers, 

recognizes procedures, loops, API calls, switches, 

tables, constants and strings, directly loads and 

debugs DLLs Object file scanning.  It locates routines 

from object files and libraries, allows for user-

defined labels, comments and function descriptions 

[3]  Ollydbg in this analysis is being used to show 

machine language or Assembly, the registers and 

pointers, hex, memory and the stack.  The screen 

shows Getprocaddress which is a windows API call 

that references specific part of memory and brings in 

the data in that memory. Figure 7 shows the packed 

keylogger. 

 
Figure 7 - Packed Keylogger Process in OLLYdbg 

Once unpacked, as expected, the output becomes 

complex and much denser and the program is 

expanding out and it has labels and links. 
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Figure 8 - Unpacked Keylogger Process in OLLYdbg 

Further research to the capabilities of the keylogger 

includes utilizing IDA Pro for step by step analysis. 

IDA Pro is an interactive disassembler and a 

Debugger. It explores binary programs to create maps 

of their execution. The real interest of a disassembler 

is that it shows the instructions that are actually 

executed by the processor in a symbolic 

representation called assembly language. The 

Debugger, complements the static analysis 

capabilities of the disassembler: by allowing to single 

step through the code being investigated, the 

debugger often bypasses the obfuscation and helps 

obtain data that the more powerful static disassembler 

will be able to process in depth.[4]  We see that the 

startkeylogger.exe identifies only a few API calls 

referencing 3or 4 DLL’s.  This supports again that 

the program is packed. Everything in the Library 

column is a DLL.  

 

 
Figure 9 - IDA Pro Session showing the Disassembled 

code of the Keylogger 

In figure 10, we see hundreds of API calls and 

functions as we unpack the code.  This shows that the 

programs run stored in memory. 

 

 
Figure 10 - IDA Pro Session showing the Unpacked 

Version of  the Disassembled Code 

Overall, the Fimble keylogger is a small locally run 

program which runs in its own directory and creates a 

tmp file for collection. The program writes as it is 

happening and is linear with no branching.  The 

program is not very sophisticated, as it does not 

include much of the functionality that today’s 

backdoors and Trojans would implement such as 

internet callbacks and or automated mailing of data 

collections. 

 

The Anatomy of the PACEKEYLOGGER 

Repeating the steps for the Fimble Keylogger, 

numerous additions are identified including DNS 

calls, .NET and a password for the transmission of 

the files to the upload site. Once again, utilizing 

Fakenet, we see that when the Pacekeylogger is 

executed a new connection to port 80 is established 

as is a POST  to a ..saveFile.php is established.  We 

resolve DNS to Vulcan.seidenberg.pace.edu.  We 

also note that .NET is the language under the User-

Agent identifier. 

 
Figure 11 - DNS Query Results 

In Strings, we start to see the buttons created 

(btnStart_click in Figure 12) and the focus on the 

GUI. We also identify that this is not packed because 
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we can read in human English.  Depicted is how the 

program behaves including the First, Last Name, and 

the password call which will connect to the URL 

noted in the Fakenet. 

 
Figure 12 - Strings Session showing the password and 

paths to files are unencrypted. 

Deeper dive into Strings identified the actual 

password (blacked out) and the call to the 

http://vulcan in figure 13. Also identified is the 

output location. 

 
Figure 13 - Strings Session showing the directory where 

the data is transmitted 

With the identification of the password, proceeded to 

perform a GET on the savefile.php and received and 

access denied.  It is a reasonable assumption that the 

password would work. 

 
Figure 14 - GET Request - no attempts were made to 

breach the system with identified password. 

Moving on to PS Internals, we see a fourth layer 

which is the Launchkeylogger.exe.  This is the .Net 

overlay listed below in figure 15, the 
startkeylogger.exe from the Fimble application. 

LaunchKeylogger also runs datacature output 

writemode=write which is recording everything so 

far. 

 
Figure 15 - PE session showing actual keylogger running. 

To show how the PaceKeylogger and the Fimble 

interact, the PID 320 calls the PID 3016.  3016 runs 

using the two parameters the path and the command 

line. (Figure 16 and 17) Launch keylogger is 

independent from Fimble but it hooks it though not 

required to fulfill functionality.  Safe to say this is not 

malware as most malware is NOT written in .NET. 

http://vulcan/
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Figure 16 - PID for Pace Keylogger. 

 
Figure 17 - PID for Fimbel Keylogger. 

Utilizing OllyDbg, we notice that the output looks 

similar to Fimble yet .NET compiled some strings 

which are different such as FLOAT. (Figure 18)  You 

would not see FLOAT in a C compiled program as it 

is unique to .Net.  Also identified PRT which might 

be a MITM. 

 
Figure 18 - OLLYDbg showing Unique .NET Strings 

Viewing the program output in IDA Pro, we identify 

that unlike a C compiled program, .NET keeps things 

at a high level such as function calls.  It is viewed 

very much like the programmer wrote it and unlike 

Assembly, this is a very high level programming 

code.  In this view you can easily determine the two 

paths from a Boolean function to determine if the 

software is   already running.  (getalreadyrunning)  In 

the event of a TRUE, another instance of the 

application will not start. We could walk through the 

program at this point. (Figure 19) 

 
Figure 19 - IDA Pro showing higher level calls from .NET 

Taking this program one step further, we can utilize 

CFF Explorer since .NET has been utilized in the 

coding.  This will try to decompile the .Net directory.  

CFF Explorer is a freeware suite of tools including a 

PE editor called CFF Explorer and a process viewer. 

The PE editor has full support for PE32/64. Special 

fields description and modification (.NET supported), 

utilities, rebuilder, hex editor, import adder, signature 

scanner, signature manager, extension support, 

scripting, disassembler, dependency walker etc. First 

PE editor with support for .NET internal structures. 
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Resource Editor (Windows Vista icons supported) 

capable of handling .NET manifest resources.[5] 

Within the Dependency view of CFF, we can see the 

DLL’s call other DLL’s which are required for the 

program to run correctly. LaunchKeylogger.exe 

utilizes mscoree.dll which has dependencies of 

Kernel32.dll and ntdll.dll. (Figure 20) 

 
Figure 20 - CFF Dependency View showing PaceKeyloger 

dependencies. 

The File Metadata view shows statistics of file 

including hash, file, size, created etc. (Figure 21) 

 
Figure 21 - CFF File Metadata View 

The Imports view in CF (Figure 22) pulls in the 

mscoree.dll and executes the _corExeMain which 

starts the program. 

 
Figure 22 - CFF Imports showing Pace Keylogger imports. 

CFF .Net view shows that the program is indeed a 

.Net compiled application. It also identifies some 

statistics about .NET including the entry point which 

is where you try to take control if the application was 

malware. (Figure 23) 

 
Figure 23 - CFF .Net View 

The Sections within the CFF breaks up the different 

sections of the application.  Nothing interesting in the 

PaceKeylogger here but if you wanted to inject code, 

this would be a useful view. (Figure 24) 
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Figure 24 - CFF showing simplicity of the Pace Keylogger 

and shows room for malicious code 

Continued Work on Keylogger tools: 

 

The keylogger tools are being continually upgraded 

as more keylogger research is being done.  The 

implementation of the Fimbel Keylogger required the 

development of a Converter program to parse the 

Fimbel output files and produce a single XML file 

which can then be processed by the existing Feature 

Extraction program. An additional Controller 

program was also developed to start and stop the 

keylogger, capture tag information such as name and 

input type (used to rename the Fimbel output files) 

and transmit the output to a Pace University server. 

The functionality of both these tools have now been 

combined together into a single executable. What 

made this project difficult was that these two tools 

were written in two different coding languages, C# 

and Java. As such the code couldn't just be copied 

from one program into the other. Addiitionally, the 

.NET calls were written within the GUI event hooks 

in Visual Studio.  

The two programs are now combined together within 

a single java program to create a more 

comprehensive and easy to use tool.  The project was 

tackled using a loose evolutionary prototyping 

development style which consisted of four major 

iterations and four components.  The four major 

components worked on in each iteration were the 

external file and program executioners, development 

of the jar file type and having it work on different 

IDE platforms, creating the file naming conventions 

and the transmission of the files. The original 

converter was broken up into four different pieces of 

code or classes, the login class (obsoleted), converter 

class, mouseData class, and KeyData class.  The code 

that we worked on was mainly the converter class. 

Since the researcher has been changing the key and 

mouse data classes, including the new “wrapping” 

functionality in the converter piece makes future data 

modifications easy to implement. 

  The original keylogger controller and the original 

converter program are shown in figure 25 and figure 

26 respectively. 

 
Figure 25 - Original Pace Keylogger 

 
Figure 26 - Original Converter Program 

The first part of the project was to create the file 

grabber and the external program processor necessary 

to launch an external executable (Fimbel Keylogger). 

 This was the hardest part of the project since the java 

call for the program processor, Processes Builder, is 

very particular.  We had to try many different ways 

of finding the right file since the program was 

throwing a “file not found error” even though was 

looking in the correct directory and had the correct 

file name.  For the executable to be found, the 

program had to have the process builder set to the 

correct directory and had to also specify the 

executable from the root of the directory. Here is 

final iteration of the process builder call which starts  

the Fimble Keylogger in which the 
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keyloggerDirectoryField is the textbox containing the 

Fimble Keylogger direction. 

 
Figure 27 – Java code to launch Fimbel Keylogger 

This is a weird quirk with the process builder and 

was not on the java documentation.  This took the 

most time and was the most difficult thing to figure 

out.  

The file grabber was just the File class and that 

worked very well.  The start and stop buttons had to 

be created and required additional space on the GUI. 

The necessary action handlers for the buttons had to 

be created as well. When doing this part, a weird 

error that popped up was that the keylogger just 

appended the new keylogging information onto the 

old file so they had to be deleted before starting a 

new capture.  For re-conversion purposes the raw 

keylogger data is now saved with the same naming 

convention as the output files. 

The next major part of the project was getting the jar 

file to work.  The people who have worked on the 

code previous had used a netbeans IDE that added 

some meta data to the file which was preventing the 

.jar file from working.  After the meta data was 

stripped out and the login page removed which 

contained the”main” function,, the .jar file worked. 

The program now calls the converter GUI class 

directly instead of going through the obsolete login 

class.  Creating the new “main” function also caused 

some problems because the login code initialized 

some parameters that were no longer used . 

The next major part was adding in some new  

features that the researcher asked for including the 

following file naming convention:  

'LastName_FirstName_Application_Number.xml'. 

This meant creating a drop down menu to choose the 

application and creating a way of having the program 

find out what numbers of that name were already in 

use until it found the next unused number.  There was 

some more work on process builder since the original 

way it was done only worked on one computer and 

did not seem to work on any others. 

The last part of the code that has to be done are the 

transmit and re-converstion features.  The button for 

transmitting is already created but only throws up 

a dialog box which states that the feature is not yet 

implemented.  The transmitting code has an unstated 

preset size limit so the data will have to be broken 

into small chunks and transmitted separately.  The re-

converter function will be a way to convert batches of 

Fimbel output files quickly in cases where code 

changes are made to the converter logic requiring the 

raw data to be re-processed. There were also some 

changes to the conversion part of the code that the 

researcher has added where he created some new 

classes that now need to be called.  Figure 28 shows 

the new conversion call that the researcher created.  

 
Figure 28 – Java Conversion Code Call 

The changes that the researcher has made are now 

implemented in the code and being tested.  

 

The researcher, Ned Bakelman, was very easy to talk 

to and we emailed back and forth for the entire length 

of the project.  He requested some extra features into 

the final tool such as a naming system for the output 

data and re-converter.  The naming feature and all 

other requests are in the final tool, except for the 

transmit function.  The team made sure to consult 

with Ned when choosing what order to do the parts of 

the project to make sure all the most important 

features made it to the final product.  Most of the 

little features that Ned asked to add in were small and 

were competed very quickly.  He helped in finding 

problems along the way and pointed out which things 

weren't working.  The testing strategy was very 

simple since it was only between the team and the 

researcher and consisted of sending him modified  jar 

files. 

The Keylogger project has the potential to be a 

substantial defense tool in the area of behavioral 

analysis. Utilizing keystroke patterns such as hold 

times or differentials between keys and aggregating 

some type of neural network analysis a distinct 

pattern could be achieved of user stroke behaviors.  If 

this could later be incorporated with your privileged 

`keyData.processFimbelLogFiles(kpc_log

File.getAbsolutePath(), 

key_logFile.getAbsolutePath()); 

mousePointerData.processFimbelLogFile(

kpc_logFile.getAbsolutePath()); 

mouseMoveData.processFimbelLogFile(k

ey_logFile.getAbsolutePath()); 

mouseClickData.processFimbelLogFile(k

pc_logFile.getAbsolutePath()); 

xmlOutput.produceXML(firstNameField.

getText(), lastNameField.getText(), 

userName, password, 

keyData.getKPCKeyDowns(), 

mousePointerData.getKPCMousePointers

(), 

mouseClickData.getKPCMouseClicks(), 

mouseMoveData.getKEYMouseMoves(), 

outputFile.getAbsolutePath());` 

`ProcessBuilder builder = new 

ProcessBuilder(keyloggerDirectoryField.getText(

) + "startkeylogger.exe"); 

 

builder.directory(new File 

(keyloggerDirectoryField.getText())); 

Process javap = builder.start();` 
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user access control, much like a proxy, diminished 

compromised credential actions could result.  Your 

administrators or Root engineers are limited in size 

and generally scope of responsibility.  In the often, 

adversaries will target root or domain admin accounts 

through analysis of enumerated data.  Once 

compromised, privileged access accounts without a 

secondary control are high risk.  If a keystroke 

comparison authentication control was implemented 

prior to permission granting, the risk of the 

compromised account being executed would be 

significantly diminished.  
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